BoardVitals is the only question bank that provides a Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) Environment. Students take a full length 75 question exam that adjusts the question difficulty based on student performance, similar to the real exam. Administrators can quickly identify high and low performers based on results of the Computer Adaptive Exam in real test conditions.

Users can study on-the-go with the best questions, answers, and explanations from top nurses and nursing educators

Questions are brought together from leading medical publishers, including Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins, and the top rated NCLEX writers in the country

Create customized practice tests and track results in real time

24-hour access from anywhere via computer or mobile device

Administrative Features of BoardVitals Include

- **Monitor Student Usage**
  - Track the time students are using the platform and promote engagement to inactive users

- **Track Student Performance**
  - Administrators can track student performance to serve as a proactive remediation tool

- **Create Customized Exams**
  - Faculty can send customized exams to students or utilize questions in the classroom

- **Track Performance by Category**
  - Send entire categories of questions to students for practice

- **Flag Individual Questions**
  - Flag individual questions and send to one or many students to highlight a particular concept

About BoardVitals

BoardVitals helps healthcare practitioners and students train for certification and recertification exams, in-service exams, and meet continuing education requirements in over 50 health and medical specialities. BoardVitals brings together content from major publishers, universities, and top healthcare professionals into a single platform, creating the largest training ecosystem in health and medicine. BoardVitals contributors are experts from top tier academic and practicing institutions such as Harvard, Yale, Duke, and Mt. Sinai helping us create the best, most up-to-date content available.
NCLEX RN

✓ High quality NCLEX RN questions with detailed explanations used to prepare for the NCLEX RN certification exam.

✓ Questions developed around the content distribution suggested by the NCSBN.

✓ Format matched to the NCLEX RN exam, including multiple choice questions (MCQ) format, fill-in-the-blank, audio questions, multi-select, and hot-spotting questions.

The best way to prepare for the NCLEX PN is by practicing questions. BoardVitals provides up-to-date and constantly evolving question banks with explanations that help with content remediation. Customization of bank format allows a study approach that fits an individual’s precise needs. Having access to the question banks on-the-go makes it easy to study from anywhere.

As a nurse educator, I found the study bank to be comprehensive by covering the four major category needs included on the NCLEX. Another great thing about this study bank is the rationales that accompany the questions. They include why the ‘right’ answer is correct with explanations as to why the other selections were incorrect.

NCLEX PN

✓ High quality NCLEX PN questions with answers and explanations for nursing certification.

✓ Format matched to the NCLEX PN exam very closely, with all of the different question types that students will see on the exam.

✓ Strong focus on the Physiological Integrity category, the largest portion of the NCLEX PN exam.